18.04.2018
Hon‟ble Chief Guest, Shri Ramesh Bidhuri Ji, Member of Parliament
Shri Rohit Chahal, College Alumni & our Special Guest today
Shri R.N.P. Singh, Chairman, Governing Body and
Members, Governing Body
Members of the College Community, dear students and
Ladies and Gentlemen:
I have great pleasure in extending to you all a very warm and hearty welcome this
morning on the occasion of the 45th Annual Day Function.
It is indeed a matter of pride for all of us to have among us Shri Ramesh Bidhuri ji who
is a Member of Parliament from South Delhi Parliamentary Constituency. He was born on
18 July 1961 in Tughlakabad Village, New Delhi, in a farmer family. He did his initial
schooling at G.B.S.S School No. 2, Kalkaji, New Delhi and took a Bachelor of Commerce
degree from Delhi University. He also holds an LLB degree. Since his college days he has
been active in social service and politics and he was elected to Lok Sabha in 2014.
Mr. Bidhuri has also been Member of Legislative Assembly, NCT of Delhi, three times
,from 2003–2014 from Tughlakabad constituency. He has also hold the following
positions :Member,
Member,
Member,
Member,

Standing Committee on Urban Development .
Standing Committee on Welfare of Other Backward Classes.
Consultative Committee, Ministry of Labour and Employment.
National Social Security Board.

Mr. Ramesh Bidhuriji has also been associated with many Social and Cultural Activities
such as health camps particularly concerning health related issues in old age people. He
is actively involved and associated with N.G.O. named Shiv Asra.
We feel privileged to have with us Mr. Rohit Chahal, Alumni & our Special Guest Today.
Rohit Chahal is National Media In-charge¸ of Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha (BJYM),the
Youth Wing of Bharatiya Janata Party. He was formerly National Secretary, Central
Working Committee member and Delhi State Secretary of Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi
Parishad, the largest student organization of the world. He is an alumnus of Delhi
University's College of Vocational Studies (CVS) where he was also elected Central
Councillor in 2005.
He and his team led a massive movement against corruption under the banner of Youth
Against Corruption (YAC) and contributed to the anti-corruption movement, which
exposed several large scale scams and scandals of the UPA regime. When a young girl
was gang raped in Delhi in December 2012, he channelized students and youth protests
and demanding justice and spearheading protests throughout Delhi on this issue.
As a young leader, he has visited the United States, Germany, Israel, Singapore,
Malaysia, Taiwan, Indonesia in delegations and training programmes.
We feel privileged to have with us Shri R.N.P. Singh, Chairman, College Governing Body.
Shri RNP Singh completed post-graduation in Arts (1959) and graduation in Law (1962)
from Patna University. During his student days, he was a versatile sports man and he
got opportunity to captain Bihar State and Patna University Football Team.

Thereafter he Joined an All India Service in Intelligence Bureau, Government of India,
M.H.A, where he got opportunity to serve in different parts of the country including
Northeastern States including Arunachal Pradesh (then Called NEFA), and Ladakh.
He also got experience of Mountaineering by attending its two-month course (In
Sikkim), conducted by the Government of India. His distinguished service credentials
earned him the coveted President‟s Police Medal, the Indian Police Medal and the Sukriti
and Kautilya awards.
His hard core professionalism with vast and rich experience in different fields of
intelligence enabled him to author his widely acclaimed books; Riots &Wrongs,
Bangladesh Decoded, Nehru : A Troubled Legacy and two others in Hindi titled: ISI Ka
Atank and Pakistan Ki Haqueeqat. His book; Patel: Unifier of Modern India, is under
print and it may hit the market shortly. He is presently engaged in writing a book titled;
Regional Parties, Coalition politics and Its Impact on Centre –State Relations.
Shri RNP Singh is also a former Director and Trustee of India First Foundation, a think
tank based in Delhi, where he got opportunity to arrange publication of about 23 books,
on Highly Nationalistic and intellectual topics. He was also Managing Editor of two highly
popular Journals; Eternal India and Chirantan Bharat (Hindi).
Shri RNP Singh is currently Senior Fellow at the Vivekananda International Foundation,
an international think tank, based in Chankyapuri, New Delhi.
I have great pleasure in presenting to you the College Annual Report for the year 20172018.
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ADMISSIONS
1105 students were admitted to the first year during 2017-18. The total strength at
present is 2653, as detailed below:
Class
B.Com. (Hons.)
Economics (Hons.)
History (Hons.)

I Year
124
63
67

II year
73
62
66

III Year
87
56
57

54
62
50
44
49
104
48
63
101
97
66
113
1105

60
61
---107
34
31
83
64
35
115
791

45
57
---87
59
57
63
61
66
62
757

B.Sc. (Hons.) Computer Science
B.A. (Hons.) Business Economics
B.A. (Hons.) English
B.A. (Hons.) Hindi
Bachelor in Management Studies (BMS)
Human Resources Management
Material Management
Management & Marketing of Insurance
Marketing Management & Retail Business
Office Management & Secretarial Practice
Small & Medium Enterprises
Tourism Management
Total

Total
284
181
190
159
180
50
44
49
298
141
151
247
222
167
290
2653

FOREIGN LANGUAGES
The College is also running part time Certificate Courses in French and German
Language. In all 94 students were admitted during the year 2017-2018.

ACADEMIC STAFF
The following teachers were on Extra-ordinary Leave / Child Care Leave during the year:
1.
2.
3.

Dr. Anu Satyal
Ms. Archana Yadav
Mr. Sunil Koak

-

Department of English
Department of Commerce
Department of Physical Education

The following staff members retired during the year:
1.
2.

Dr. (Mrs.) Usha Sharma
Mr. Daya Ram

-

Associate Professor, Department of Hindi
Office Attendant

THE GOVERNING BODY
1. Mr. R.N.P Singh -

Chairperson

7. Mr. Dinkar Kumar Singh

2. Mr. T.S. Kripanidhi – University Treasurer

8. Mr. Sudesh Verma

3. Prof. Vijay Kumar Chaudhary

9. Dr. Anu Singh

4. Dr. Prafulla Ketkar

10. Dr. Bhupinder Singh

5. Dr. Lalit Behari Goswami

11.Dr. Inder Jeet – Secretary/Principal

6. Mr. Vidya Sagar Verma
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We express our thanks to the outgoing Chairman and all the members of the Governing
Body, for the cooperation, guidance and support extended during their tenure as
members of Governing Body.
ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENTS
1. Dr Inder Jeet , Principal of the College has been nominated as a member to the
Executive Council, University of Delhi. He participated in 70th.All India Commerce
Conference of Indian Commerce Association from 12th. To 14th. October,2017 at IIS
University, Jaipur.
He chaired a technical session in National Conference on `Paradigm shift from
Developing to Developed India through Digitalization‟ held on July 29, 2017, organized
by Maharaja Surajmal Institute, Guru Gobind Singh I.P. University.
He also participated in various live programmes on TV Channels and All India Radio
concerning education.

Dr. Harjender Chaudhary from Hindi Department remained very active
throughout the academic session in various capacities. He had to play a very
special role as teacher-in-charge of Hindi Department owing to the fact that this
session was the maiden session of Honours course in Hindi in the College.
Various programmes were organized by him with the cooperation of the
teachers and students of the department .
2.

As the convener of Debating Society of the College, he organized inter-college
and intra-college Debate Competitions with the cooperation of the members of
the Society, other colleagues and the young students. He was appointed the cocoordinator of Debating activities of the College to implement the decision of the
college Governing Body to organize more such programmes during the session.
Other
than
holding
Debate
Competitions
for
the
students,
Dr.
Chaudhary conducted and coordinated many other programmes like celebrating
the Republic day on 26thJanuary, 2018, organizing Kavi-sammelan on
15th February, 2018 and the Matribhasha Diwas on 21st February, 2018 in the
college.
Dr. Chaudhary had been active on the literary front as well. Some of his
writings were published in the magazines like “Naya Gyanoday”, “Rajbhasha
Bharti”, “Hindustani Zabaan” etc. He was invited in a poetry reading session at
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, New Delhi.

3. Dr. (Mrs.) Ratnavali Kaushik as member of Cultural Committee and Students‟

Union Committee has been very active in organizing various cultural activities of
the college. She has been instrumental in conducting various programmes of
Hindi Department during the session. Her talk with the esteemed Hindi writer
and latest Gyanpith Award winner Ms. Krishna Sobti was published in “Naya
Gyanoday” . An article written by her was also published in “Vyangya-Yaatraa”
magazine.
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4. Dr. Vinay Kumar Jain as member of the Magazine committee has been very

instrumental in publishing the periodical Bulletin of the College. He has been
actively cooperative in organizing various programmes of Debating Society and
Hindi Department.
His book of Hindi criticism titled “Aindriktaa aur Muktibodh” was recently
published by Bhartiya Gyanpith. He was invited in a poetry reading session at
South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation, New Delhi. Some of his articles
and poems were published in various magazines during the session. He was
invited as a speaker and poet by Raza Foundation, New Delhi.

5. Dr. Kumar Ashutosh was invited as a speaker by UNWTO, Murcia, Spain. He was also
invited to deliver lectures in Indonesia and by many others institutions and Universities
for example BIT as a key note speaker, Mesra Jiwagi University, Gwalior etc. Research
paper written by him was also selected for publication in the journals published by
University of Delhi, BIT Mesra.
DEPARTMENTS
TOURISM
The Placement of students in the organizations of repute, viz- FCM Travels, SOTC,
Lufthansa Airline, Indigo Airline, Rock Sports, Kouni etc. has been a great achievement
of Tourism Department. World Tourism Day celebrated on 27th September, 2017.
Various International & Nationals speakers were invited to address the students during
the academic session 2017-18. Students have organized educational trips and also an
annual festival named “Safarnama” during the current session.
HINDI

Hindi Department remained very active throughout the session. Students of the
newly introduced Honours course in Hindi had been very enthusiastic and
instrumental in organizing various programmes of the department. The teacher
in charge Dr. Harjender Chaudhary was fully cooperated by the senior teachers
Dr. Ratnavali Kaushik and Dr. Vinay Kumar Jain and the entire team of the young
teachers of the Department. To begin with, a one-day seminar was held in the
College on the topic “ Hindi Sahity ka Adhyayan Kyon?” on 29th August, 2017.
Three esteemed literary critics Dr. Nirmala Jain, Dr. Nityananad Tiwari and Dr.
Vishvanath Tripathi inspired the young students for Hindi linguistic and literary
studies. Dr. Harjender Chaudhary, in his key note address, highlighted the
importance and situation of Hindi in present international scenario.
The Department celebrated “Hindi Diwas” on 14th and 18th September, 2017. On
14th September, a Signature drive favouring the national language was held
which witnessed a large participation by students, teachers and the non-teaching
staff. Slogan-writing competition also was held on this day for the students. On
the 18th September, the renowned journalist Dr. Ved Pratap Vaidik was specially
invited to speak on the topic “Rashtra-Nirman Mein Hindi ki Bhoomika”. This day
became very special in the history of the College owing to the participation and
presence of the Governing Body Chairman Shri R. N. P. Singh and other GB
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members. The Chairman enlightened the audience about importance of Hindi
language.
The annual function of Hindi Department ----- „Sabad - 2018‟ ---- was organized
on 15th February, 2018. Three renowned poets – Sh. Arun Jaimini, Sh. Gajendra
Priyanshu and Ms. Ritu Goel entertained the large number of audience in the fully
packed seminar hall, by reciting their poems. Various competitions on this
occasion were held for the students. On 21st February, 2018, “Matribhasha
Diwas” was celebrated in the College in which the teachers and many students of
Hindi Department came forward for leading participation. The teachers from
various Departments, coming from different linguistic regions of India spoke in
their respective mother tounges and made this programme very entertaining,
meaningful and memorable.
ECONOMICS
During the Academic Session 2017-18, the Department of Economics has taken an
initiative to organize various extra curriculum activities for the students. A brief
summary of the events is given as under:
1. The Department organized a talk by Prof. B.L. Pandit on 2nd November 2017. The
topic of the talk was “On Pricing of Land”. In his lecture, Prof Pandit discussed the
importance of land as an input for requirements other than agriculture. He
shared his ideas on the issue by suggesting an alternative approach to
compensation for selling of land.
2. `Econox‟, the Economics Society conducted “ARTHOTSAVA”, the Annual
Economics Fest of the College on 17th and 18th January, 2018. The event aimed at
mixing the knowledge of economics with its practical insights. The fest witnessed
interesting and innovative events given as under:
i.

ii.

iii.

iv.
v.

vi.

ECXMUN (Model United Nations) – It was an attempt by the students to
understand and learn about the discussions and debates in the United
Nations. A lot of candidates from various Colleges
participated and
terrorism was the main issue of discussion.
ENIGMA (Online Case Study Competition) – Thinking like an economist
requires us to look for alternatives and choose the best path given the
costs of our plan of actions. Enigma required its participants to apply their
componential intelligence, to read the given case study centred on the
hypothetical postal service Hedwig Courier Services in India and to frame
solutions and plans for the challenges being faced by them.
CLUE-MINATI (Treasure Hunt) –Each team was given a riddle, which when
deciphered, divulged a location in the campus which had the next clue. It
was an inter-college interactive event where more than 50 teams
participated from different Colleges of Delhi University.
MADVERTIZE 2.0 (Ad-Mad) – The objective of this event was to give a
platform to all advertisement enthusiasts to come and glorify themselves
with their knowledge of brands, logos, advertisements and catch phrases.
BID SHOW (Mock Stock)- Mock stock is a platform where you are a trader
on the bustling market floor. News flashes and you run to the broker to
save your drowning money. 50 teams qualified the preliminary round and
took forward the event with great enthusiasm.
QUIZMAT KONNECTION (Bollywood Quiz) – As many as 70 teams
participated in the event which took place in four rounds. A fun filled and
musical contest, this was a joyful and thrilling program.
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3. An educational tour to Dalhousie- Khajjiar was organized from 23rd to 26th
February, 2018. Khajjiar Valley, Daikund Peak, Bakrota and Kalatop Sanctuaries
were few points that were covered in the trip. The Department and the students
made a comprehensive study on the economics of tourism in the hills of Dalhousie
and Khajjiar.
4. Econox also organized TEDxCVS, an event of international stature, which is a
great platform for the youth to connect with what lies beyond the layman horizon
of personal development. The program was organized on 9th and 10th March,
2018.
5. The department also organised an inter-college annual sports event RUNBHOOMI
mainly for Business Economics (Hons.) students, was conducted for four days
from 15th to 18th March, 2018. Many colleges participated in various outdoor
sports competition like basketball, cricket, football etc.
ENGLISH
The Department organized a Lecture Series for the students of English Honours.
This was initiated by a talk on Greek Literature and theatre by the Greek Ambassador
His Excellency Mr. Panos Kalogeropoulos, Ambassador of Greece. He spoke of the
contribution of the Greeks to philosophy, mathematics, astronomy and medicine. He was
accompanied by Ms. AlikiKoutsomitopoulou, First Counsellor and Deputy Chief of
Mission, Embassy of Greece.
This talk was accompanied by an exhibition on Greek mythology curated by the English
Literary Society.
This was followed by a talk by Bridget Conlon Liddell, M.A. in Performance Studies,
Texas A&M University on Performativity: Society as Doing. The lecture focused upon
Plato, Structuralism, Phenomenology and Butler and examined how the ideas of these
philosophers could be applied in studying the texts in course
Ms. Harriet Raghunathan, Retired Associate Professor, Delhi University and well known
editor of literary texts by Chaucer, Shakespeare, Johnson and Miltonspoke on The
Prologue to the Wife of Bath‟s Tale, Middle English, social groups, critiques of
antifeminism, female dominance and the economics of love in the times of Chaucer.
Dottoressa Paola Martani, Italian language and culture teacher at the Italian Embassy
Cultural Centre and a researcher on the Renaissance held an illustrated lecture on the
Renaissance in Europe and its manifestations in architecture and themes of love and
beauty.
Membership of the British Council Library: The English Department obtained Institutional
Membership of the BCL for students of English Honours who regularly visit the Library to
borrow books relevant to their courses and explore the resources of this well known
library.
The Department of English organized an Educational tour to Jaipur for the students of
English Honours. Another educational tour of the heritage sites of Chandni Chowk was
also organized.
Teachers of the Department of English have participated in Seminars, Faculty
Development programmes and published articles in well known peer reviewed journals.
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HISTORY
The Time Travelers , History Society of Department of History , for this year under the
guidance of Dr. Shalini Singhal as Teacher-In-Charge , has once again proved its worth
by working hard and organising several educational and cultural events. The society
firstly organized a talk by Dr. Yuthika Mishra focusing on the ' Women's Rights in India ',
along with screening of the movie ' The Viceroy's House' on the same day . Moving
ahead with intra-departmental competitions including poster making, Poetry Competition
and Group Discussion . Recently, Department also organized its annual fest KARVAN'18 , which proved to be a great success with a talk session by Prof. Farhat
Hasan , several enthusiastic competitions like Singing , Poster Making, Mythological Quiz
, Poetry writing etc. along with a graceful Kathak performance by one of our alumni,
Aishwarya Srivastava . It concluded with a Bhojpuri Folk cultural event .
May the zeal and enthusiasm of students keep getting higher and the society get better
with each passing year.
COMMERCE
Mr. Raj Bahadur edited/revised the following books written by Dr. JR Mongs:
(i)
Financial Accounting by JR Mongs
(ii)
Practical Assignment & Solutions in Financial Accounting by JR Mongs
(iii)
Basic Corporate Accounting by JR Mongs
(iv)
Fundamentals of Corporate Accounting by JR Mongs
(v)
Corporate Accounting Problems & Solutions by JR Mongs
Mr. Deepak Verma presented a paper titiled “A Study of Monthly Seasonality Effect in
The Indian Stock Markets” in Second International Conference 2017 organized by Centre
for Management Studies, Jamia Millia Islamia University & the same has been published
in Asian Journal of Management Applications & Research.
COMPUTER SCIENCE
The academic session began with a freshers‟ welcome for the students of B.Sc. (Hons.)
Computer Science, Ist year. The students of B.Sc. (Hons.) Computer Science actively
participated in various events including academic events organized by College of
Vocational Studies and other Colleges.
The Department of Computer Science has been actively engaging in the growth and
development of students in academic field and personality grooming under the able
guidance of Teacher-In-Charge, Mrs. Parul Chachra. The emphasis is laid on healthy
teacher-student interaction on varied topics such as academics, career, interpersonal
relationships etc.
Mr. Ashish Jha attended seven-day FDP on machine learning organized by Shaheed
Sukhdev College of Business Studies, University of Delhi.
Mr. Dhananjaya Singh has attended several conferences and was a keynote speaker in a
workshop organized by AIACTR, New Delhi, in which he delivered a lecture on
“Employability based framework”. He also published a research paper on Digital Image
Processing in an international journal.
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Ms Geetika Vashisht attended a workshop on R, a programming language, in
Department of Computer Science, University of Delhi
OTHER ACHIEVEMENTS
All students of B.Sc.(Hons) Computer Science actively participated in various events
organised within and outside the college. Many students have won accolades in intracollege and inter-college events.
The Department organised a One-day annual festival, “Codotsav „18”, which was a huge
success. We also saw an active participation from students of other colleges and cash
prizes were also distributed to the winners of several events.
Two students, Ms. Anubha Gupta and Mr. Pranav Guruditta, III year got placed in FIC
Global. Further, Ms. Anubha has been working as Senior Placement Coordinator in CVS
Placement Cell. Mr. Pranav became head of website development team of an NGO
named “ The Rising People Welfare Society”.
DEBATING SOCIETY

The Debating Society of the college under the convener Dr. Harjender
Chaudhary organized various inter-college and intra-college competitions during
the concluding academic session.
The first debate competition was held on 24th August , 2017, on the topic
“Students‟ Politics is anti-education”. Three teachers of the college Dr. Raman
Kumar , Dr.Suman Rana and Dr. Mamta Singh were the judges. The Principal,
Dr. Inderjeet graced the occasion and encouraged the young oraters by his
inspiring words. Annual inter-college debate competition of the college was
organized on 27th October , 2017 on the topic, “War is the pre-requisite to
peace”. Two judges specially invited on the occasion, Shri Akhil Mittal, the newsreader of Akashvani and Dr. Ajay Ranjan Tripathi Associate Professor of St.
Stephens‟ college were kindly assisted by Dr. Ranjana Kaul of English
Department of our College in evaluating the performance of young
debaters. Participants from various colleges and institutes made the programme
very competitive and thought-provoking.
CULTURAL SOCIETY
The Cultural Society of CVS is an Umbrella Society under which 10 societies function. It
is a vibrant, well knit society that remains active throughout the year. Its major
contribution to College is organizing all cultural programmes in College as well as wining
laurels on behalf of the College in Delhi University as well as out station Colleges.
Cultural Union President – Harsita Bedi, Vice-President – Tushar Kalra, Secretary – Yatin
Juneja, Joint Secretary – Khushal Soni.
CULTURAL CALENDER
-The year opens with the orientation day for students followed by performances of
cultural societies.
-The cultural societies also welcome freshers on the Fresher‟s Day.
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-The students participate in various cultural fests including IIT KANPUR, BITS PILANI,
IIT BOMBAY.
-The students, then, participate in various competitions organized by colleges of
University Of Delhi. In every college that they go they bag laurels in their fields. The
cultural societies have made C.V.S. a name to be reckoned with in every cultural field,
be it fashion, music, drama, dance etc.
ACHIEVEMENTS :
The cultural wing has an active participation in competitions organized by other colleges
and Universities and is known for their extraordinary performances.
Here is the society wise segregation of the achievements (individual and group) by all
the cultural societies.
1.Manthan - The Fashion Society
It has the following achievements:
1) First position at OP JINDAL
2) Second position at LHMC
3) Second position at MDI
4) Second position at AIIMS.
5) Third position at SRM college
6)First position at BITS PILANI
Individual Achievements :1) LHMC, Best Male Model - Eesh Kharbanda
2) BITS Pilani, Best Female Model - Saloni
2.DramaNomics- TheTheatre society
Achievements:
Competitive Events
Kanpur Stage - 3rd
DCAC Leher - 2nd
Stephen's (Stage) - Best Production Award
Rangroot Theatre Festival - Best Script
Aarambh Theatre Society (Stage) - 2nd
KNC Consumer Fest - 2nd
KNC Concoction - 3rd, Best Actress - Kamya Mittal
DCAC Scoop - 1st
Bhagat Singh Rangmanch - 1st
Gargi - 2nd
JMC - 1st
IMI - 1st
Deshbandhu - Special Mention
MAC - 2nd
Saitan - 1st
Saitan (Stage) - 2nd
FMS - 1st
Aurobindo - Best Script
Zakir Hussain Evening (Stage) - 3rd, Best Supporting Actress - Himani Kalra
Zakir Hussain Evening (Mime) - 2nd, Best Ensemble
Medina - 3rd
Venky - 2nd
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PGDAV Evening - Best Actor - Jai Mehta
Hansraj - Best Performer - Sanchit Ahuja
DCAC (Stage) - Best Actor - Jai Mehta
Ramanujan - 2nd
Hindi (Mecca) - 2nd
Maims mains - special mention
Non Competitive Events
LSR
SRCC
VIPS
DRC
Public Performances
DRC - Rajiv Chowk
Youthra - Dilli Haat
Vishwavidyalya Metro Station
NSD
Manthan - Hauz Khas
Manthan - Sarojini Market
Tedx - CVS
Womanite NGO - Japanese Park
V4V - Khan Market
Venky, NSS Dept - 1st
LSR prelims cleared (non-competitive)
IIFT - Best Music
Sahitya kala parishad's prelims cleared
Madari, by DUSU - 3rd
Madari, by DUSU - Best Actor: Ankit Mathur
Dayal Singh Eve. - Best Actor: Ankit Mathur
Selected for a performance at NSD
Cleared the prelims of Ateliers ACT Festival
Jaatra, Pol Sc. Dept of DRC - 2nd
Tabeer '17, Economics Dept of Motilal Nehru - 2nd 12. Shivaji college - 3rd
Shivaji college - Best Actor: Ankit Mathur
Novella, English Dept, DRC - 2nd
Cleared the prelims of Histrionica, annual cultural fest of SRCC (non-competitive)
Cleared the prelims of DTU
Consolation prize at Montage '17, JMC 24. DTU - 1st
Annual stage production (Debut production), 2016-17, The Play That Goes Wrong
1. Inter-Rajpal, St. Stephens College - 3rd
2. Sahitya Kala Parishad prelims cleared
3. LSR Tarang prelims cleared (non-competitive)
3.Shaastrarth- The Debating Society
ACHIEVEMENTS:
1.MUN - Udaipur :- Special Mention
2. Rajdhani College :- 2nd Position
3.Best Speaker- Bhagini Nivedita College
4.Best Speaker- Shaheed Raj Guru College
5.Best speaker at Venkateshwara College
6.First position at College of Vocational studies for conventional debate
7.Second position at PDDAV college for „JUST A MINUTE‟.
8.First runner up at Jindal Global School.
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4.ZEST – THE WESTERN DANCE SOCIETY
ACHIVEMENTS AND PARTICIPATIONS:
1.Mood Indigo, IIT BOMBAY - Finalists
2. Symbiosis Law School, Noida - 2nd Position
3.Flash Mob-1-08-17
4.Workshop- 3-08-17
5.ABVP AND DUSU CARNIVAL- 2ND position.
6. Third Position for Solo Dance –NDIM
7. Third position at IILM.
8.Second position at DCAC .
Cleared prelims in many other DU colleges and most of the remaiming important fests &
competitions are slotted to be held in March 2017.
 Solo winnings by Mehul Sharma : 1st position at Bits Pilani, 2nd position at Siri Fort
College, 3rd position at SRCC and finalist in almost all solo dance competitions.
Performances in college :1) Performed in NAAC for cultural evaluation
2) Performed in College Freshers
3) Performed on International Youth Day
4) Republic Day Celebration
5) Performed on Sports Day
6) Flash mob for promotion of Tatva in college.
5.CVS streets
Second position at LSR college.
6.Criador- The Fine Arts Society.
PARTICIPATIONS AND ACHIEVEMENTS:
1.Won 3rd position at Jessus and Marry College for sketching.
2.Second position at VIPS for creative writing.
3.Awarded for the best exhibition(creative) at PGDAV
4.2nd position at Hansraj College for sketching.
5.Won 1st position at Kamla Nehru college for painting
6.Won 2ndposition at Kamla Nehru College for pebble painting
7.Won 2ndposition at Deshbandhu college for poster making
8.Won 1st position at Shivaji college for sketching
9.Paintings for Fashion Society‟s Production:- 16 paintings for their annual show.
10.Sports Day :- 2 rangoli, 13 banners and certificates.

7.Zephyr-The Film and Photography Society
The society plays a crucial role as it covers all the events happening in the college. Apart
from this the students who are interested in photography are trained and are given a
chance to explore the world in their cameras. As a result of our hard work and
determination, University Express mentioned Zephyr to be one of the top 5 societies of
Delhi University.
-Organised First 'Open Air Exhibition' in Zoom in 2.0. Around 80+ online entries and a
participation of 150 students in various competitions like Picturesque and Musiclick.
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- An intra-college competition was also organised which turned out be a great success
because of active participation by photography enthusiasts.
- An online photography competition in the month of October, 'Aurora- the magic of
lights'. Over 100 students participated in Aurora.
- Organised an online Travel photography competition 'Voyager'. Received more than 90
entries.
- Had our annual photography fest 'Invision'. Their exhibition received a footfall of over
2000 with more than 60 participants taking part in the competitions organised under the
fest.
- OFFICIAL COVERAGE PARTNER for:
• Delhi Launch of 5th Indo Pak Peace Calendar,
• Open Session on Quran at Myolo Headquarters
• JDMC Fest,
• LHMC Annual Fest 'Splash' (Had set up a photobooth as well),
• IIT Jodhpur Sports Fest 'Varchas',
• TATVA (Annual Cultural Fest of CVS),
• Redbull at OASIS (Annual Fest) Bits Pilani for Zaeden,
• Sports Day of CVS,
• Markitiers- Event Mosaic,
• CLIF: Club for Leadership,
• Innovation and Finance,
• Vani ( the debating society of Lady Irwin),
• PHOENIX'17 (The Annual Fest of INSPIRIX),
• RUNBHOOMI (The sports fest of CVS),
• INCENDO( the marketing fest of Mercadeo),
• BIZKERG'17( the academic fest of FIC),
• NAVOUDIT an event organised by the NGO 'Youth for Seva' at SGTB KHALSA
COLLEGE.
• ILLUME'17 event by quiz society
-One of our member was the official photographer for Mood Indigo, IIT Mumbai's Annual
Fest.
-Videography partners for MANTHAN, the largest theatre fest organised by Shaheed
Sukhdev College of Business Studies.
- Organised and officially covered International Youth Day at CVS- in collaboration with
College Union and Cultural Societies.
- Zephyr organises a photowalk almost every Sunday at the most perplexing places in
the capital. Till now, we have organised more than 25 photowalks.
-Organised photowalk with Pearl Academy which had a participation of over 7 colleges at
Delhi Zoological Park.
- Zephyr member won first position at film making competition at IIT Delhi's annual fest
Rendezvous'16.
- Our members covered various celebrities throughout the year, like Mohit Chauhan,
Hrithik Roshan, Ashish Vidyarthi, Shilpa Rao, Raghu Dixit, Badshah, Zaeden, etc.
 COLLABORATIONS AND EVENTS:
1.JDMC Fest
2.LHMC Fest (Had set up a photobooth as well) 3.IIT Jodhpur Fest
4. TATVA, Annual Cultural Fest of CVS
5. Redbull at OASIS BITS PILANI Annual Fest
6. Sports Day of CVS
7. Markitiers- Event Mosaic
8. National Boot Camp 2.0 10. CLIF: Club for Leadership, Innovation and Finance
9. Contemporary Arts Week
10. Working with Umeed (NGO)
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8.THE QUIZ SOCIETY
This society is the youngest member of the cultural wing. The society has been added
to the cultural wing this year which aims at finding the intellectual talent of students
and giving them a platform.
9.Edge Squad –The Management Society
The Edge Squad is the management society of CVS which helps in organizing various
college events.
The Edge Squad is the most enthusiastic and dynamic society, which acts as the helping
hand of every society. It helps in managing a successful event in the college. The
students are supposed to coordinate and divide the work load so that any event could
end efficiently.
PARTICIPATIONS:
 Donation drive for the beggars-20-12-16
 Organization of annual event-Escapade- 21-22 Feb‟17
 Organization of a Quiz in the college- 22-02-16
 Plantation drive: 20-07-1and 26-07-17
 Blood donation drive- 1-08-17
 Dance workshop- 3-08-17
 Magic show- 7-08-17
 Orientation programme-Vociferous Vocationals- 23-8-17
 Green Brigade orientation-6-9-17
 History(Hons) and B.A.(VOC)SME freshers
 Organized a Seminar on environment conservation18-19 eptember‟17
 Essay Competition- 21-9-17
10. Arpeggio - the Western Music Society
Achievements :1. Second position at Hansraj College.
2. Second position at SSCBS for solo instrumental competiton.
3. Third position at Daulat Ram college for solo singing.
4. First position at SGGCS for singing.
5. First position at Indira Gandhi Delhi Technical University For Women for Battle Of
Bands.
6. First position at Bits Pliani(Andholika)
7. Second position at Bits Pilani(Drum Duels)
8. Third position at IIT DELHI(BAND)
9. Second position at Manav Rachna (DJ WARS)
Cleared prelims in many other DU colleges and most of the remaiming important fests &
competitions are slotted to be held in March 2017.
Individual Achievements by team members :1.Dyal Singh College : 3rd - Solo Singing - Abhishek
2. IIT BOMBAY : Top 12 - Solo Singing - Abhishek 3. NDIM : 1st - Solo singing –
Abhishek
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TATVA‟ 2018
The annual union and cultural festival –TATVA‟18 was organized by the societies from
19th Feb- 21st Feb‟2018. Tatva‟18 included more than forty competitions in various
cultural fields like dance, music, fashion, creative, photography, drama, fine arts etc.
Street dance, western group dance , fashion show, Battle of the bands, DJ wars ,
debate, rap battle, paining and photography saw participation from more than thirty
colleges from Delhi University and other universities participating in these competitions.
On all three days the evening ended with grand performances .On 19th Feb, Aadhya
band(alumni of C.V.S) gave an impassioned performance of Sufi and bollywood music.
On 20th Feb, the well known EDM artist-MYRIS rocked the college and on 21st Feb,
Punjabi pop singer-FAZILPURIA set the stage on fire.

ARTHOTSAVA‟18
ECXMUN‟18, The Model United Nations
Econox ventured into conducting a new event this year. It's very own MUN. Three
committees were set up, namely the Security Council, the Human Rights Council and the
General Assembly. A lot of candidates, from school and college level participated, and
their inexperience only further fueled their ambition and desire to learn. All three
communities focused on terrorism, and in the end ECXMUN was declared a big success,
with an event of its caliber successfully executed.
ECXMUN'18 marked not only Econox's but College of Vocational Studies' first venture
into the arena of MUNing. ECXMUN'18 spanned over two days, consisting of three
committees: the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA), the United Nations Security
Council (UNSC), the United Nations Humans Right Council (UNHRC) and the
International Press (IP). The MUN was headed by our Secretary Generals Varshita
Agarwal, Anisha Chandra Singh, and Raghav Dheer. We welcomed both school and
college level delegates. At Econox, we understand our role as active members of an
ever-changing society. Now that our society is more connected, cultured and civilized
than ever before, it faces an entirely different and even graver set of issues. With regard
to these issues, we understand the importance of diplomacy, negotiations and the need
for solution seeking and peacemaking between countries. With the same idea in mind,
we executed ECXMUN'18 where agendas ranged from Terrorism in the Global World to
Cyber Security and the need for protection against Cyber Warfare. The zest with which
the delegates performed, the knowledge and the sincere concern for inducing a positive
change they manifested during the two-day conference is commendable. It really shows
us that if the world is going into the hands of the youth, there's nothing to worry about
because they uphold in themselves a very high potential for positive growth and change.
ECXMUN'18 radically successful conferences stand a testimony to the fact.
ENIGMA, The Online Case Study Competition
For the intellectuals and the highbrows around us, we at Econox, administered Enigma:
the online case study competition. Thinking like an Economist requires us to look for
alternatives and choose the best path depending upon the cost of our plan of actions.
Enigma required of its participants to apply their componential intelligence; to read the
given case study centered on the hypothetical postal service Hedwig Courier Services in
India and to frame solutions and plans for the challenges being faced by them. The
competition was entirely online, spanning over two rounds. Both rounds required the
participant to analyze the situation and the figures and work out a viable solution. From
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over 145 registrations from all over the country, 10 participants reached the second
round and one team won the competition.
CLUE-MINATI, The Treasure Hunt
The royal crown of the mighty Jaguar was missing. This news spread like a wild fire in
the kingdom. Based on this theme, CLUE-MINATI was organized to salvage the crown
back to the Jaguar. More than 50 teams participated from different colleges of Delhi
University. To start off, every team was handed a list of things to be found, constituting
the scavenger hunt. They were supposed to get as many things as they could, to reach
the second round. The aforementioned list contained wacky items like - a red shoe lace,
metro token, etc. The main hunting round kicked off when the 7 teams selected from
the scavenger hunt were given the first clue at the amphitheatre. Each team was given
a riddle, which when deciphered, divulged a location in the campus which had the next
clue. Working out the mind-benders, running as fast as they could to the next clue,
scheming deceptive discussions to lead other teams to the wrong locations, performing
tasks to get the clues – the fun and drama was exhilarating. The team who procured the
honor of the kingdom first was declared the winner, the perfect opportunity for newbies
to get lost and explore the huge campus of CVS!
MADVERTIZE 2.0, The Ad-Mad
Advertising is an emerging field that is due to receive the attention it deserves. Only
recently have we begun to see the creative instincts of the people who put work into
them, and the potential these advertisements carry in their miniscule share of time and
space to make us laugh, cry, think and even change. With this thought Econox, the
Economics society of College of Vocational Studies conducted Madvertize 2.0, more
popularly called 'Ad-mad' during its annual event Arthotsava. The objective of the event
was to give a platform to all advertisement-freaks to come and glorify themselves with
their knowledge of brands, logos, advertisements and catchphrases and of course, to
unleash their ad-madness. The event was held in three rounds. The first being a
Question-Answer round played with 20 teams, the second being a crossword-based
round and the final third round asked of the selected teams to create an advertisement
themselves using the props they managed to collect during the first two rounds. The
winners bagged prizes worth rupees 50,000 and the affirmative nod of the crowd for the
wonderful performance they put up!
BID SHOW, The Mock Stock
A mock stock is a platform where you are a trader on the bustling market floor. News
flashes and you run to the broker to save your drowning money. Each dip in the stock
and you skip a beat. For all the strategies you bring, don�t forget LUCK as this will save
you from the 'Bears'. After an enthralling and compelling preliminary round, the 50
teams were given legal tender from the Reserve Bank of Econox (RBE) for the next
expedition, the live auction. The auction induced a wave of rapidity, with every team
scheming an elaborate strategy, doing whatever it took to win the race with the limited
amount of resources. Going Once! GoingTwice! And sold! Oh, the celerity! The pulse
going higher, the accelerating heartbeats, the fierceness and the thrill of the live auction
was exhilarating. And finally the last round, with an aim to hone the talent of the future
stock brokers, the participants were provided with a virtual stock market, stimulating
real life responses to therise and fall in the stock market prices and other conditions.
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QUIZMAT KONNECTION, The Bollywood Quiz
Aasan hai kya? Aisi mohabbat karna jiske badle mohabbat na mile?�But at Econox this
time, we decided to reward your love for movies with more love and a cash-prize of Rs.
10,000. For the movie buff in all of us that breathes Dilwale Dulhaniya Le Jaenge and
exhales Kabhi Khushi Kabhi Gum, we conducted Quizmat Konnection, the Bollywood
Quiz during our annual event Arthotsava. And if the very idea of listening to your
favorite dialogues from your favorite movies gets you excited then you should have
been there and if you were, you know what I�m talking about! The quiz started with a
total of 70 teams. The first round of the Quiz was a pen and paper round called
�Student of The Year�based on movie trivia. The second round was the Audio- Visual
round called �Jagga Jasoos� based on songs, snippets and dialogues from various
Bollywood movies. �Monobolly�, the third round involved our B-wood fans running
around the campus, performing tasks and answering questions specific to their spots
(Villains corner, Kapoor Kona, Khan Adda) to reach the final round. The final round was
a rapid fire round called �Waqt: The Race Against Time�. At the end of all this musical,
dramatic hustle we got our winners of Quizmat Konnection.
But because Bollywood binds us all together in skipping, dancing joy and thrill and
always calls for more, our B-town participants played mass Pictionary at the end of the
Quiz where the participant had to draw the song given to him/her and the rest had to
guess. To bid adieu, we had the room resonating with songs being sung to a Karaoke.
We are proud to claim how successfully we inculcated the spirit of the Bollywood culture
into our event as well.

GARDEN COMMITTEE
The Garden Committee has continued with developing the garden and environs of the
College.
The herbal garden is doing well, with 24 different herbs, the nursery for plants and
herbs has expanded, and the compost pit for in-house organic manure generates a good
deal of manure for the plants.
The rockery and the stone garden at the entrance are both flourishing. Fencing of all the
beds in the garden has been done, using waste material form the College.
A tree plantation drive was held on the first day of the College, July 2017, with the
teachers and students.
Pots with plants that help to clean the particulate matter in the air, have been placed in
the Staff Room and around the College, and teachers and students were encouraged to
take these home.
In the future, the Garden Committee plans to take up rainwater harvesting , solar
energy generation recycling waste and e-waste and provide students with a platform to
discuss and debate and try to find actionable solutions to the environmental issues that
we face.
Plans for the future include de-concretization of the campus and helping tress to
`breathe and grow‟, and further development of the nursery.
A bamboo garden and a croton garden are also planned.
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GREEN BRIGADE
Green Brigade, the environment society of CVS is a platform through which students
enlighten themselves and others about the importance of environmental issues and
sustainable development.
Green Brigade has been active throughout the year and organised various events – Tree
Plantation Drives, Talks, Workshops, Quizzes, Nukkad Nataks and Nature Walks to
explore the different ideas that students may embark upon.
Organised Tree Plantation Drives on 20th July and 3rd August 2017 under the “Adopt
a Tree” scheme. Fresh saplings (both herbal and evergreen) were planted by first year
students, teaching and non-teaching staff on campus.
An environment awareness campaign was organized on 20th September. Dr. Faiyaz
Khudsar, a wildlife biologist from Department of Environmental Studies, University of
Delhi delivered a lecture on “Biodiversity-Solution for Pollution and Health”. He
spoke about the factors causing pollution in Delhi and how it is detrimentally affecting
our health. He explained how developing biodiversity parks is one of the solutions we
can adopt to help reduce the pollution levels in Delhi. He shared his successful
experience of developing Yamuna and Aravalli biodiversity parks. The talk was followed
by an inter-college quiz contest on environmental issues.
Organized a talk by Isha foundation on 26th October to raise awareness about our
depleting rivers. In support of the nationwide initiative, “Rally for Rivers”, an
interactive session was conducted to make students aware about our most important
resource.
Organised a „Nature Walk‟ on 15th January 2018 to Aravalli Biodiversity Park. This
made students understand the fact that humans are not alone on this planet and every
species need their own space to thrive. This balance is utmost important for the proper
functioning of ecosystem and for our existence too.
On 21st March 2018, Kapil Mandavewala, Founder, CEO of Edible Routes spoke about the
importance of urban sustainability and an ecologically sustainable lifestyle. In his talk “Delhi‟s Edible Rooftops: Finding Roots in Concrete Spaces” he explained how we can
convert barren and underused land including rooftops, home balcony into healthy,
productive food forests and directly get connected to the food we eat.
A talk – “Waste Matters” by an NGO Daily Dump, highlighted the need to change our
perception and behaviour around waste and the importance of home composting to
reduce waste and improve our green print. In the workshop they demonstrated how
we can used daily generated wet waste and convert it into fresh compost by using the
composter called “khamba”.
This year, too, Green Brigade participated in the World Wide Fund GIVE UP TO GIVE
BACK global campaign. A flash mob and Nukkad Natak was performed by the WWF
volunteers on 22nd March, 2018 in CVS Campus, to inspire us to curb some habits,
practices and lifestyles burdening both our lives and environment and to choose
alternatives to connect2Earth. All non-essential lights were switched off in CVS
during Earth hour on 24th March, 2018 from 8:30 to 9:30 pm. CVS has also
pledged to support the Give-up movement to address the growing climatic crisis by
i)
Preventing use of excess paper where it is unnecessary and recycling used
paper.
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ii)

Giving up one degree of air-conditioner temperature in college campus to
reduce electricity consumption.

This year, Green Brigade started a new initiative - “Waste Management Project” to
maintain the campus clean and green. Every society of CVS was judged on their waste
management performance during their events and were awarded marks based on
various aspects – Cleanliness, Waste segregation, Knowledge regarding waste
management, Waste disposal, Focus no waste management, how organised the event is
regarding the materials used, How efficiently are the materials used. After covering over
20 events, all the volunteers and core members came to a unanimous decision of
declaring Criador, the creative society of CVS as the winner of the Waste Management
Project. We promise that we will expand this project next year and continue sharing our
vision with everyone in CVS.
INSPIRIX THE HRD CELL
We had a great academic year with Inspirix.
We managed to achieve a lot this time and this happened because of the endless
support of the team and the college.:
* Inspirix was ranked 3rd best HRD cell all over the Delhi University after SRCC and
Hansraj.
* Inspirix went to st. Xavier college and won best contingent award.
*Secured First position in Best HR in st. Xavier.
*Our joint secretary won Admad in DCAC, second position in B- plan in Gargi college.
*Our president won second position Best HR in Hindu college.
*Won Best Manager in shukdev .
* Participated in Debate , Quiz and poster making competition in Stephen.
* Started a project ASAP- A Student Awareness Program to aware all students about
vocational courses.
*Collaborated with NGO CDF ( Connecting Dream Foundation) and helped many
children to fulfill their dreams.
* Had a great annual fest PHOENIX, where many reputed college participated.
NATIONAL SERVICE SCHEME (NSS)
"Always render more and better service than is
expected of you, no matter what your task may be"
Our NSS unit organised many events in the session 2017-18. The events started from
May, 2017.
Our NSS session started from "VIDHYA VIRTA ABHIYAN" event held on 2nd may 2017
at national media center. The motive of the event was students for soldiers. On 21 June
we celebrate yoga day. Then On 27 and 28 July our NSS Held voter Id card registration
camp to help students . " SWATCHTA PAKVADA " event started from 1st August till 15th
August. It includes soo many events. On 1st day Swatchta shapat event took place. On
2nd day to 7th day college campus cleaning event took place. On 8th day door to door
cleaning event took place. On 9th Oath ceremony on the eve of quit India movement
and slum cleanliness event took place and on 10th day also slum cleanliness event took
place. On 11th day PSRI hospital cleaning took place. On 12th day cleaning day of
vocational stand took place. On 13th day cleaning of dispensary took place. On 14th
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day there is rally in college took place. On 15th day further planning of cleanliness. On
5th September essay writing and film making competition took place. On 15th
September there was an old age home workshop event was held. On 18th September
Hindi samvad event was held. On 19th and 20th September students prepared for our
Nss day . On 21st September we celebrated our NSS day. On this day we celebrated
many events. This event stared from speech given by our principal Dr. Indeerjeet Dagar
and our NSS in charge and our mentor Dr.Bhupendar Singh. After that there is health
awareness camp then Street play then blood donation camp then slogan writing
calligraphy competition. On 26th September there was a yoga workshop. On 28th
September rally for river event took place. The Motive of this event was to save our
rivers. On 18th October our Nss team visit to old age home. On 31st October Run for
unity event took place. With the beginning of new year our nss team organised more
events. On 5th January 2018 fire mock drill event took place. On 25th January our Nss
team celebrated National voters . On 25th January to 4th February our NSS team start
prepared for our NSS fest and on 2nd February young and old generation gap event was
also took place. On 5th February NSS fest 'ODYSSEY 3.O'was took place. In our NSS fest
Retired Major General P.K Sehgal as our chief guest. Blood donation camp, Eye check up
camp, street play, Prison break, cultural performances took place in NSS fest. On 7th
February Ministry of transport event took place.
Our team made a lot of efforts for this events. They made all the arrangements. They
pulled the crowd. They guided the students. They made all the possible efforts to make
this events great.
I would like to give special thanks to NSS Incharge, Dr. Bhupinder Singh, for always
guiding and showing the right path to the volunteers.
With combined efforts of each and every member, the events became a successful one
with a blast.
NCC
NCC (NAVAL WING) unit of the College under Lt. Cdr. (Dr.) Surender Singh, Associate
Professor, Department of Commerce was very active during the year. 50 students (both
boys and girls) were enrolled in NCC. Lt. Cdr. (Dr.) Surender Singh participated as
contingent commander in Nau Sainik Camp 2017 at Naval Base, Karwar in Karnataka.
During the year NCC Cadets from our College participated in many National Level Camps
like Nau Sainik Camp, All India Sailing Competition, Sea Training Camp, Vayu Sainik
Camp, All India Youth Exchange Programme, National Integration Camps, CATC, ParaSailing, PM Rally, Swimming Cadre, Annual Training Camp etc. at various places in
India.
AAGHAAZ - WOMEN DEVELOPMENT CELL
Aaghaaz – The Women Development Cell of CVS thrives to empower women and uplift
all the under privileged sections of our society. The year of 2017-2018 has been a
thrilling roller coaster for them, they got the opportunity to encounter massive events,
bringing a sense of gratitude and also some tragic events which required every member
to unite to bring a change. They have been active in many rallies, TV SHOWS,
international documentaries, organizational seminars, both inside the college premises
and outside. Aaghaaz believe that awareness is the key to change and conceding that
various events were held in our college and also were a part of many events, as listed
below 20

*Umeed Ki Udaan*- People in this world should be recognized by their talent and their
abilities, not by their sexual orientation and prevalent stereotypes. To set this mind-set
free, we organized a talk show in collaboration with STEARS which is a global initiative
against stereotypes. The event was very successful and we were honoured with
captivating personalities ranging from an acid- attack survivor, Miss India Wheel-Chair
to a famous Indian Belly male dancer.
*NDTV Talk Show – #MeToo Campaign* - When it comes to taking stands against
unjust, we never take a step back. We were privileged to have the opportunity to be a
part of the notable *NDTV* Talk Show, *WE THE PEOPLE*, where we discussed about
the distinctive social issues and the „#MeeToo Campaign.'
*Bridging the gap between the young and old generations*- At Aaghaaz, we recognize
that due to generational gap between us and our parents, teachers and society, we
encounter many problems and disturbing elements that we tend to burry instead of
sharing. To demolish this issue, we in collaboration with NSS CVS, held a talk show that
motivated the audience to construct and bridge the generation gap.
*Queer Pride March*- The chance of empowerment should not be limited to the women
or LGBT community, but also shall it be spread for different genders equally. To
celebrate and enhance this idea, we marched along with 5,000 other participants on the
streets of Jantar Mantar as a part of the *10th edition of DELHI QUEER PRIDE PARADE
2017* addressing *Section 377* of the Indian Penal Code (which criminalizes
homosexuality).
*Panelists at LokMat Hindi*- Talking about representing Aaghaz in Media Networks, we
got a golden opportunity to be panelists on a renowned news channel, The LokMat Hindi,
to spread awareness about the necessity to curb all societal evils.
*Rally on Holi*- Holi is an auspicious festival, but some hooligans tend to take it as an
opportunity to gleefully celebrate sexual harassment. We at Aaghaaz, organized a rally
in the college campus, enlightening the students to *grace the face and not disgrace the
face* this holi.
*Study circle on Feminism*- At times, the term Feminism is misunderstood, which
depletes the power and real essence of feminism. So, to change that perception and to
duly note the *true meaning of feminism*, we conducted a study circle that brought in
the *authentic recognition of women‟s liberation.*
*Security on Fresher‟s and College Annual Fest*- Any grand event isn‟t successful
without a strong security team, which takes the responsibility of everyone present in the
event and looks forward to preventing mishaps, that may take place inside or outside
the college premises. Aaghaaz solely believed it to be its duty to take the upfront and be
that strong security team behind both the grand events of our esteemed college - Offical
College Freshers and College Annual Fest.
*Aaghaaz in collaboration with Be Good Tribe hosted an event in Nehru Park,
Chanakyapuri.* The theme of the event was “For Her”. The event witnessed huge
audience. The chief guest of the event was Joint Commissioner Of Delhi Police. The
event was concluded by the musical performance of Prateek Kukkad. And was witnessed
by the guest appearance of RJ Ginnie.
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STUDENTS UNION
The following students were elected by the students as their representatives:
PRESIDENT- Vishal Bidhuri
VICE PRESIDENT-Mukul Shokeen
SECRETARY- Pawan Kumar
JOINT SECRETARY- Vishal Tanwar
C.C. - Sunny Malik
C.C.- Harsh Bidhuri
The Students‟ Union organized the Fresher‟s Day on 17‟October‟18 where various
cultural societies performed to welcome the fresher‟s. The Student‟s union in
collaboration with the Cultural Union organized the Annual Fest-Tatva from 19/02/18 to
21/02/18.The Annual fest showed an impressive turn out by the students for taking part
in 38 competitions organized by the cultural society. All three evenings ended with
grand show put up by AADHYA(band), Myris (Edm night) and the Fazilpuria (punjabi
artist).
SELF-FINANCE COURSES
The College is successfully running two Self-finance Courses, namely B.Sc. (Hons.)
Computer Science and Bachelor of Business Economics (BBE) Hons.
LIBRARY
The College maintains a well equipped and modernized Library. It has 55664 books in
its stock. It added 2186 books in the current financial year. The College Library also
subscribes various type of national and international Journals like Accident Claim Journal
& The economist Journal and 12 News Papers for its users. The Library Reading Room
remains open from 9.00 A.M. to 5.30 P.M. for its users.
Our Library is well known for its valuable, rare and unique collection of study and
research material of vocational subjects throughout the country. The scholars from JNU
& Jamia Millia Islamia University and other institutions visited the library for literature
search & data collection on vocational subjects/topics during the year. OPAC search
facility also available for library collection to its users.
The teachers
for preparing
teachers and
and DULS for

and students were provided with tables equipped with laptop connectivity
their course contents lessons, and assignments sitting in the library. The
students were given the access to e-resources of UGC/INFLIBNET-N List
academic activities /research work in respective areas.

IGNOU STUDY CENTRE
Study Centre No. 7103 has been successfully running at the College, for providing
counseling in M.B.A., M.Com. and M.T.M.
SOL STUDY CENTRE
SOL Study Centre has been successfully running at the College, for providing counseling
in B.Com. (Pass) for girls.
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PLACEMENT CELL
The link between dreams and success is that of aspirations. ASPIRE: The Placement Cell
of College of Vocational Studies, University of Delhi, aims at making opportunities
available to students that take them towards a successful future. Under the guidance
of Dr. Gauri Misra, College Placement Cell has brought a lot of well-renowned companies
for placements as well as internships to the college campus: Aon Hewitt, Genpact, ITC,
S&P Global and Ernst and Young to name a few. We are aiming for more companies in
the time to come. The placement coordinators work tirelessly and selflessly to bring the
best companies and job profiles to the college and their dedication ensured that Aspire is
rated amongst the top placement cells of Delhi University. Like the beaming rays of the
Sun, ASPIRE brightens the path of all those hardworking talented students who wish to
pursue the field of their choice. It acts as a bridge between companies and students, the
bridge of aspirations. – ASPIRE.
Placements Statistics 2017-18:Average Package: 3.3 LPA
Highest Package(On-Campus): 5.1 LPA
Highest Package(Off-Campus): 4.5 LPA
No of Companies for Placements(till date): 12
No of Companies for Internships(till date): 16

 List Of Companies for Placements(2017-18):Decathlon
Emst And Young
Indigo Airlines
Mirus Solutions
ITC
Finedge
Genpact
FIS Global
AARK & Co.
S&P Global
Urban Clap

(Note: The Placement Season for 2017-18 is ongoing. The above mentioned companies
are not a total figure as few placement drives are still pending.)
 List of A Few Companies for Internship (2017-18):-

1.NDTV India
2.Feeding India
3.PeopleKapital
4.Snapstore
5.Laugh Out Loud Ventures
6.TikTok
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7.Phoenix Pharmaceuticals
8.Nestkeys
9.Reliance Retail
10.Shyplite
11.TaxiVaxi
12.CUDDLL
13.ZuzuHotels.
14. Yes Bank fellowship
15. LeverageEdu
16. Teach for India Fellowship
 Course-wise Placements

Course-wise Placements

B.com Hons
BBE
Computer science hons
Economics Hons
HRM
MMI
MMRB
OMSP
S.M.E
(blank)



We also organized a Young Leaders Programme Awareness Seminar by ISB –
Indian School of Business where they spoke about the opportunities available at
ISB and how you can apply for it. This seminar was held on 13th March, 2018.



We have regularly provided Career Guidance/Counseling to students and helped
them to make their CV‟s in a proper and widely accepted format as per Industry
standards.



We are not yet finished with our Placement and Internship season. We are in
talks with some more companies for their Placement and Internship drives.
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ENGLISH LITERARY SOCIETY
The newly formed English Literary Society elected their Office bearers by secret ballot in
late July.
1. The ELS curated an exhibition on Greek Mythology on the occasion of the visit of
the His Excellency the Greek Ambassador‟s talk on Greek Literature and Culture.
2. Next, a walk down ChandniChowk was organized to visit some of the places that
are mentioned in the novel In Custody by Anita Desai which is being studied as
part of the English Honours syllabus. The ELS also visited Ghalib‟shaveli and other
places of historical interest.
3. „Exordium‟ was the first event organized by the ELS with the aim to enhance
literary creativity and provide an avenue for self expression. A Slam poetry and a
short story competition was held. The ELS introduced a unique and fun game
called „Fictionary‟ which was hugely enjoyed by the students. The event ended
with an interactive, fast-paced Speaker Session in which students interacted with
Hari Kumar Krishnamoorthy, one of India‟s topmost writers horror stories.
4. At the end of March the ELS organized a three day educational tour to Jaipur.
Students visited places of extraordinary cultural and historical importance like the
Albert Hall Museum, the Amber Fort, and the Jaipur Blue Pottery Art Centre.
5. The ELS has also brought out an online Newletter that chronicles its activities and
contains useful information.

ENCRYPT SOCIETY
ENCRYPT - The first tech society of CVS is no less than a convent for all the students
who wish to excel in any field in this technology dominated world. It is a platform where
all the students diligently work towards spreading technical education and awareness.
The society was founded by Students of B.Sc. (Hons.) Computer Science and currently
there are 47 members of different courses in the society.
Mission- Our mission is to enlighten the students about the possibilities and
opportunities that the technology can offer. We aim at filling the void created by our
ever updating world with knowledge and fun.
"WE WANT TO CREATE A HEALTHY AND MOTIVATING TECHVIRONMENT"
Mrs. Parul Chachra, Head, Department of Computer Science, is the advisor of the
society. This society would have been a wishful dream if it wasn't for her. She guided
and supported us from the very beginning in every way possible.
PAST EVENTS:
2017-18
1) HUMANS OF CVS
It was our first online social step.Through this we planned to let students know about
the true life stories of the individuals. It termed out to be a successful event as we were
able to share the story of manh humans of cvs like our guard aunty through our page.
2)Orientation
It was our first Event of 2k17 and was held on 17 august 2017..As Computer science
department we encouraged and invited students to join our society explaining them the
benefits and experience they can gain through it. As a result we got many applications
of students out of which few best were selected.
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3)FIFA 15
It was our Second event of 2k17 held on 24 jan 2018.
In this event the students with great enthusiasm participated to compete against each
other and test their football skills. It proved to be one of best event of society. Students
from various colleges and from various sections of our colleges participated in it.
4) Counter Strike
It was our first event of 2k18 held on 7 feb 2018
It too was a gaming event that not only allow the students from computer background
but too from non computer background to participate and compete against each other.
It proved to be a great success for our society as the competition level in it was too high
and we have received great amount of entries for it.
5) NFS
It was our another gaming event that held on 9 Jan 2018.it proved to be a another
milestone for our society as we received many applications from the students for this
raceful fun event. Through this we end our semester with great events in the semester
and would try to do the same in the future.
6) Quiznos
It was the tech quiz event that was held on date 6 April 2018-.the aim of this event was
to try to educate the students about new technologies in our society. This event proved
to be a great successful event of the society as many students not only from computer
science department participated in it.

FINANCE & INVESTMENT CELL
FIC-CVS is a society where elements of finance and investment come in tandem to
enrich and expand the knowledge and network base of the members. It was founded
with the belief of generating interest and creating awareness about the various aspects
of finance and investment at the undergraduate level.
Today it is a confluence of academic and extra-curricular excellence. Since its inception,
it has organised many events such as guest lectures, case study analysis competitions,
and business quizzes.
FIC has extended itself to be a paragon in itself in providing a platform to all aspiring
students to excel and hone their skills in the field of finance in the most enjoyable yet
worthy way.
Events organized by FIC-CVS in 2017-18
1. FRESHER‟S CARNIVAL 2.0 on 10th August
FIC - CVS welcomed freshers to the brand new phase of their lives in the most
thrilling and vibrant way possible with Fresher's Carnival 2.0. This successful
event, attracting enormous participation, consisted of:
1. BollyBid - An entertainment filled quiz followed by a mind-bobbling auction
to create your own production empire.
2. Brand Pictionary - The traditional game of Pictionary demanding a pint of
Brand Awareness.
3. Scavenger Hunt - A fun-filled and energy-packed collection race with a
twist.
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Following the long hard months of examination fever and admissions anxiety,
this Carnival was an extremely delightful and unforgettable experience for the
newbies.
2. Orientation 2017 on 23rd August
FIC CVS organized the orientation ceremony on 23rd August to educate the
various students about the functioning of the society to invite applications for
recruitment.
3. FINESCO 2.0on 24th and 25th October, 2017
Finance and Investment Cell, CVS announces the success of its flagship event,
Finesco 2.0 on 24th and 25th October, 2017. The events witnessed massive
participation from students from various colleges.
Guest lecture
FIC conducted a guest lecture with two very esteemed and erudite speakers –
Mr. AtulGotsurve, Director of Indian Council of Cultural Relations in the
Ministry of External Affairs and Dr. Yogesh Suri, advisor for the NITI Aayog.
Mr Suri explained the working of the NITI Aayog, it's impacts and functions. He
also elaborated on the change in the working of the government. He answered
intriguing questions asked by the students.
Mr Gotsurve talked about various international laws and gave us an overview
about the relations of India with its neighbouring countries.
FIC Prison Experiment
This event was introduced for the first time and it witnessed huge participation
because of its catchy name and unique format. The event revolved around the
theme of simulation of a Prison environment and involved various rounds of
task. Participants were supposed to find clues and solve riddles so as to clear
the rounds keeping in mind the various situations and intricacies of a Prison.
Many participants praised the organizers for designing such an unconventional
event.
Stakeholder's Meet
This was an event designed solely for the people with economic knowledge and
interest. Stakeholders' meet was a committee simulation between Economic
Advisory Council to Prime minister and Monetary Policy Committee on solid
issues where they addressed the output slowdown conundrum and also
deliberated and discussed as to what can be the possible solutions for the
same. The event saw quality participation from students. The learning
opportunity was huge, for the organizers as well as the participants.
Brandboozled 5.0
Brandboozled was brought back for the fifth time in a row, taking into
consideration it's huge popularity and massive demand. The brand tambola
had a lot of surprises for students and kept them on their edge of their seats.
The enthusiasm of the students led the event to go on for hours with
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increasing energy with participants trying their luck and presence of mind to
compete with each other to win exciting prize.
4. Workshop On Business Analytics
Dr. Vipin Khurana, an associate professor at ICFAI Business School was
invited to host workshop on Business Analytics on 18th September. It helped
to educate the students on various business research and analytics techniques
which serve as a core asset for companies.
5. SIF Initiatives
The SIF Department worked rigorously to impart knowledge on various topics of
Finance. This not only involve knowledge of the stock markets but various
meetings were conducted to discuss various geopolitical issues and various past
crisis that have had impact on capital markets.
1. Intra - Society MockStock on 25th September
2. Full Society Discussion on Cryptocurrency on 12th October
6. Full Society Meetings
9th August: Meeting for Fresher‟s Carnival
6th September: First Official Meeting and an Ice breaking session.
29th September: First meeting to discuss FINESCO and introducing the freshers
to various events organized.
23th October: Preparation meeting for FINESCO 2.0
9th January : First Meeting for Bizkrieg'18
30th January : PreparationMeeting for Bizkrieg‟18
9th February : Final Meeting for Bizkrieg'1
7. Bizkrieg‟18
4th edition of the annual management fest, Bizkrieg‟18, was successfully organized
in the Vallabhai Patel Chest Institute on the 26th and 27th of February by our team.
The event this year was around the theme of Mars colonization. Prelims were held in
various DU colleges to pick out the best from the lot. We received enthusiastic
participation from colleges all over Delhi/NCR with an enthralling turnout of over
200+ students.
The event comprised of four competitions namely,
The Schindler – Best manager: Best manager was a two-day event, with 6
rigorous rounds which received a participation of 20+ students. The event required
the participants to demonstrate and capitalize on the unique strengths of a good
manager to climb their way up to the victory ladder.
The Belfort – best Marketer: Best marketer was also a two-day event, where over
20 participants were propelled to bring out their creativity, innovation and conviction
to survive a series of most challenging rounds while striving to revolutionise
marketing.
The Consigliere - Best Consultant:
Best Consultant was held on day 2. The
event entailed brainstorming and proposing strategies to solve various problems by
encouraging traits like decision making, insightfulness and pragmatism in
participants.
The Gekko – Mock Stock: Mock Stock was held on day 1. It tested the financial
acumen of the participants, where they were required to choose the best alternative
from a bouquet of investment opportunities available.
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All the events added to the excitement and thrill of the fest and received an excellent
feedback.

Mercadeo Marketing Society
Preface
College of Vocational Studies (University of Delhi), a premier college for Vocational
courses in Asia, has given a plethora of opportunities to the students to explore various
fields, interests and provide vocational training to help them become leader‟s and front
runners in various fields apart from the conventional courses. Holding on to this
ideology, the college has always taken initiatives to foster practical knowledge and
professionalism amongst the students of CVS.
From our honourable Principal Dr. Inderjeet Dagar to our highly experienced and
encouraging academic faculty and our supportive administrative staff, they all have
played a great role in making all kinds of ideas, dreams and visions turn into reality for
each and every member of Mercadeo, and the students of CVS.
Mercadeo‟s endeavours panning out in these years in the form of informative guest
lectures, advertising competitions, annual marketing fest and our outstation academic
fest trips would not have been possible without support from the college for official
permissions, attendance for the lectures missed, providing the college rooms, audio &
video systems and other college infrastructure.
We feel blessed to have the able guidance of the Principal Sir and the Faculty Members
in each and every step and we feel grateful for their helpful insights, sincere
involvement in our working despite their hectic schedules. Our great share of freedom to
exploring, experimenting and the confidence to achieve greater milestones is drawn
from our teacher‟s reliability and support and encouragement that act as a backbone for
Mercadeo.
Since it‟s inception, Mercadeo has organized many guest lectures with the help of the
college staff and authorities and have organized university level competitions (Best
Marketer, Best Entrepreneur, Business Plan, Case Study, Public Relation & Human
Resource Management, Financial Management, Admart, Mockmart, Incendo 2015, and
Incendo 2016) and has participated in many national level competitions and each time
our teachers(Dr. Suriender Singh,Dr. Anurag Agnihotri, Mr. S.K.Bhatia, Mrs. Neerja
Arya, Dr. Sunil and many others) have been a constant source of guidance and our onestop-solution to all our problems.
The College has taken upon itself the responsibility for the brighter future of its students
and has been a fundamental source of the success and various milestones achieved by
Mercadeo in such a short span of time.
Mercadeo, the Marketing Society of CVS works towards bringing laurels to the college
and taking the name to new height to express our gratitude to the invaluable guidance
of our Principal sir, our teachers and our college staff.

Events & Fests
• THE SOCIAL STUDIO (1st august & 2nd august 2017)
Marking its second year of presence, Social Studio 2.0 was a grand success with a
footfall of about 300 students from our college. Social Studio was our photo booth which
happened in the month of August; the freshers were welcomed with lots of fun, pictures
to be clicked and a cheat to get into the final round of the recruitment of our society.
A small, fun quiz was organised to help freshers get a golden ticket which straight away
took them to the last round of the recruitment process.
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Social studio was a huge success, and towards its end, 35 students in total turned out to
be golden ticket winners straight away qualifying for the personal interview round.
Along with the quiz, a personalized photo booth with interesting and attractive props
made it a fun day for all the freshers.
CLASS REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAMME (10th to 20th August 2017)
Another venture for shy students to make it to the final round of the recruitment process
with their resilience and hard work; Mercadeo‟s CR program helped total 15 students
with golden tickets.
A CR is given simple duties like passing important information about the society‟s events
onto Whatsapp groups and through social media platforms.
This not only proved their sense of responsibility but also helped us I evaluating their
dedication towards work.
A CR was supposed to do the following:
• Attend all society‟s events
• Make sure all information is passed on to class groups
• Make sure more people attend the event
• Promote the society on social media
All CR‟s were supposed to do all of the above mentioned things for10 days.
• ORIENTATION (22nd August 2017)
As majority of schools in India don‟t have the concept of societies or clubs, many
students have trouble understanding how societies can go a long way in resume
building.
Many students have serious concerns like attendance, class performance and are
confused about whether to join a society or not.
On top of that, so many societies to choose from confuse them even further.
This is why we organised our Orientation. Our major motive was to have an informative
session with the freshers to make them understand how a society works and how
Mercadeo works.
Also, it helped in making the students aware about Mercadeo and its role as a marketing
society.
Various queries were brought up in the session and were cleared right away.
This also proved to be a bonding session amongst existing Mercadeo members and the
potential ones.
• RECRUITMENT PROCESS (23rd August & 28th-31st August 2017)
Our recruitment took place in the end of August.
The application process had 3 rounds in total.
• Online application
• Group discussion
• Personal interview
All golden ticket winners from the social studio and CR progamme were exempted from
the 2nd round of the recruitment process.
Mercadeo took approximately 30 group discussions and 100 personal interviews over
three days.
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The fresher‟s were enthusiastic and ultimately 53 students made it to Mercadeo‟s
ORGANISING COMMITEE.
• PARTICIPATION IN SYNERGY-Jaipur (15th to 17th September 2017)
A contingent of 17 people went to ST.Xavier‟s annual economic fest, SYNERGY‟17 in the
month of September.
It was a fun and enlightening experience for everyone on the trip as the exciting and
difficult competitions not only challenged us but made us realize how competitive the
world is and exactly where we stand.
We obtained 3rd position in their event The Press Quest which was a combination of
debating and current news.
• GUEST LECTURE ON MARKETING (22ND September 2017)
As an opening chapter for our Project Turn we had Mr. Alok Kumar and his team for a
marketing seminar. A very interactive session with students as marketing as the future
prospect. He bestowed the occasion with his presence of sheer knowledge about any
and every thing about marketing.
• REPRESENTATION AT THE DCAC COLLEGE (25th-26th October 2017)
• OKTOBER FEST (30th October 2017)
Oktoberfest is our bi-annual event. Its name is inspired by a famous festival in
Germany.
From the last three years, we‟ve been organising two competitions; Mock Mart and ADMad.
This year, we tried renovating a little.
We introduced three new events –
• The Honest Hypocrite (A marketing based event with a quiz with a twist which ended
in a panel discussion)
• Cryptomania (A mock stock which dealt in crypto currencies instead of money. A first
of its kind event which turned out to be an absolute success.)
• The Last laugh (A fun event with some practical marketing on the street)
Mercadeo is growing every year with its new events. This year of Oktoberfest was
nothing but a glory for all of us.
Incendo preparations
1. Sponsor meetings (12th to 22nd January, 2018)
An annual fest comes with the need for excessive funds.
Our fundraising team started pitching sponsors in early January and spent the month
convincing them to sponsor our event.
Here‟s a few of our sponsors:
TIME
Kama restaurant
Daphne Girl
Trippin events
These meetings not only helped everyone in realising how hard it is to raise hard cash in
the world but also helped each and every member develop a power of convincing and a
lot of confidence.
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2. Outreach Meetings
Side by side, our outreach team started pitching other colleges for collaborations for our
Fest.
We had 20 MoU‟s signed with colleges all over Delhi.
Then came the Prelims.
Mercadeo organised its prelims for Incendo in total six colleges, namely:
Shaheed Sukhdev College of Business Studies
Delhi College of Arts and Commerce
Ramanajun College
Gargi College
Seen Dayal Uphadhya
Moti Lal Nehru College
Other than that, we also held our prelims at CVS during Runbhoomi‟18 to target
students all over Delhi.
3. Creative Meetings
Creative department is responsible for social media marketing, posters, designing and
for creation of content. All along, Creative department has been working to create
content for all of the work that was needed for the sponsor meetings and the outreach
meetings.
From posting our events online to designing ID cards for every Mercadeo member, the
Creative department has done it all.
4. Event Designing Meetings
From landing on a theme for the fourth edition of Incendo, to designing all rounds of
every event and deciding how the winners are to be decided, all was done by the Event
Designing team which worked for at least 2 hours every day in college.
From every question of a quiz to how we decide the winner, every detail was planned by
the Event Designing Team.
All of these 4 departments worked through February without fail. Mercadeo had
meetings all throughout the weeks and every day in March to ensure that Incendo would
not only happen but also turn out to be a success.
Mercadeo organised the fourth edition of its annual fest, Incendo 4.0 on 20th and 21st
March, 2018.
The theme for this year‟s fest was Imperio. Crucio. Occidere.
This theme was inspired by the famous movie and book series, Harry Potter.
A two day annual marketing fest with 5 events took place at Vallabhai Patel Chest
Institute, North Campus.
The events were as follows:
The Mercad (Best Marketer)
The Bilzerian (Fun event)
The Magnus (Business Quiz)
The Annotator (Public Relations)
The Riches Angel (Financial Management)
Incendo was an amazing experience yet again. Not only did the Organising Committee
members learn from it, but even the council got lessons that will stay with them for the
rest of their lives.
Getting on a stage, questioning the abilities of participants is much more enlightening
that being a participant.
All the work that was put into it finally paid off during those two days.
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Mercadeo is proud to say that Incendo 4.0 was a huge success. Not only did it keep
Mercadeo‟s flag high but also brought the OC‟s closer to the EB and the Council.

THE ENTREPRENEURIAL BOARD
TEB - The Entrepreneurial Board, aims to proliferate and aid budding entrepreneurs in
developing their entrepreneurial skills and learning the art of starting their own business
by providing them with a platform which helps them with their respective B-plans so
that they can eventually broaden their horizons.
ORIENTATION
(17th August)
We organised an orientation programme to share our achievements as an E-cell
as well as a college society and to tell the freshers about the various departments so
that they can choose the one of their choice and learn more
about the meaning and importance of importance.
RECRUITMENT PROCESS
(29th August-1st September & 5th September)
To begin the new session, we recruited new members through a rigorous 3 step process
of a group discussion, group interview, and personal Interview. Out of over 400
applications, 90 students were shortlisted. Out of these only 70 have remained in our
journey so far.
INDUCTION
(13th September)
Society Induction, year planning, department and work allotment, Group Building
activities.
ENTREPRENEURS AND THEIR STARTUPS (QUIZ )
(20th September and 27th September)
In order to commence a new session, we organised some fun quizzes for the
freshers.
The quizzes were related to Famous Entrepreneurs and their startups.
Organising this crowd pulling event helped us to introduce the freshers to our
society and also welcome them to our college.
The Business quiz is a competition that holds up the spirit of acquiring great knowledge.
As for the quiz masters, it is a tool that helps bring forth the immense potential of the
human mind by twisting and boggling it.
POPxo
(12th October)
One of our initial events was an interactive session with the Founder and CEO of
Popxo, Priyanka Gill.
Reaching over 7 million people every month, POPxo is India's fastest growing platform
for the youth of our country. It accentuates on building a community from
millions of young urban women in India who are augmenting in confidence,
independence and competence.
Priyanka Gill, being an entrepreneur herself edified students about the principles
that she followed and what made her come so far in life.
Students from various colleges came to ask their queries and nab some expert
guidance on topics such as : Business, leadership, lifestyle, work, fitness, travel,
tech and entertainment.
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Covering a broad horizon of topics helped students to assimilate about various sectors
and clear their doubts.
It was an experience to remember as we learned a lot from her about influencer
marketing and woman Entrepreneurship in India.
BEST ENTREPRENEUR
(13th October)
Ambitious youngsters now dream of reaching the monetary success of the likes of Mark
Zuckerberg and Steve Jobs.
We at The Entrepreneurial Board, have set out to find the credible claims to success.
The Best Entrepreneur' is a riveting event packed with innovative challenges that would
put the best entrepreneurs to ground.
We plan to attract some of the most extraordinary young minds from all over India, to a
gathering of future business leaders fighting it out to determine the
unrivalled!
FACEBOOK WORKSHOP
( 25th October)
The speaker session was followed by a certified workshop in collaboration with
Facebook, India. The workshop targeted the topic of how we can initiate a business
online and highlighted the importance of social media and digital marketing in today's
world and how we can implement them to boost our business.
BPLAN COMPETITION
(26th October)
The workshop was followed by the main event of the day, i.e. the B-plan competition. In
the B-plan Competition students manifested their startup ideas to our renowned judges :
Mr. Vansh Oberoi the Assistant Manager Indian angel network, Mr. Chahat Agarwal the
founder of startupmasterz and Mr. Sameer Srivastav the founder of 286 media.
The judges then analysed the ideas, inundated the students with questions and decided
whether to invest in the idea or not. This competition not only helped naive
entrepreneurs get a funding, but also provide them with constructive criticism to climb
up the ladder.
We had participants from various colleges. The hard work of the participants and
the organizing committee lead to the success of the event.
DELHI STARTUPS- SHIVAM AHUJA
(14th November)
*In association with Caravan, tourism society of CVS*
The event opened with a delightful talk by Mr. Shivam Ahuja, who is the founder
of Delhi Angels, Delhi Startups and Skill circle.
He enlightened us about the importance of connecting with people working in the
same field and also highlighted the significance of hardwork and knowledge about one's
field of work.
Guided under the supervision of our driven & bright President and the core committee,
TEB has continued to broaden its horizons, touch new heights & diversify its operations.
Each event puts everyone’s skills to a test, vigorously challenged and strained, only to
polish them. These events have been no different; instead
the learning has been unparalleled and bountiful.
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NEGOCIO‟18: EVENT REPORT
(TEB - THE ENTREPRENEURIAL BOARD OF CVS)
The Entrepreneurial Board (TEB) of College of Vocational Studies organized one of the
most prodigious Entrepreneurship Fest of Delhi University: NEGOCIO, on the 12th and
13th of March,2018. With the perspective and an aim of broadening our event plans,
and with a vision of building a better foundation for the years to come, NEGOCIO 2018
was certainly a huge success.
The first day of Negocio‟18 started with two events: Best Entrepreneur and World
Doomsday Forum.
In BEST ENTREPRENEUR the participants were given a chance to showcase their
entrepreneurial skills, through the course of which they faced struggles which helped
them discover whether they can enterprise or not.
WORLD DOOMSDAY FORUM was a challenge for the leaders of tomorrow, putting
their decisive minds to test while determining the fate of humanity. It dared them to rise
when it was all going down.
On the second day, we hosted the B-Plan Competition and an interactive Speaker
Session.
The B-PLAN Competition was powered by Google and was on PAN India level for the
first time in the whole Delhi University. It was a closed-door event, with a panel of 12
judges representing various venture capitalists, angel investors, incubators, and
accelerators. The participants pitched their startup ideas to the judges, and judgments
were made considering the feasibility, scalability, revenue model, presentation, and
innovation. Five of the eight startups were offered to fund on the day. Moreover, one of
them recently also made it to the Forbes 30 Under 30 Asia List, two weeks after the
event.
Our interactive and fast-paced SPEAKER SESSIONS provided participants with tips,
techniques, and strategies for improving business communications and aiding naïve
entrepreneurs. Mr Parveen Singhal (Co-founder and Chief Content Officer of WittyFeed),
Evan Luthra (Blockchain and Cryptocurrency expert, investor and serial entrepreneur),
Dr Sunil Shekhawat (NASSCOM) and Onkar K. Khullar (Digital Gandhi) were some of the
major speakers who came at NEGOCIO'18.
With another remarkable event, The Entrepreneurial Board (TEB) of College of
Vocational Studies has set a milestone in its history. With the motivation from successful
entrepreneurs, a chance to interact with key speakers, and exploring their hidden
entrepreneurial skills, it was indeed a memorable day for all.
SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
The following students, list enclosed , have been awarded the Merit-Cum-Means
Scholarship of Rs. 5000/- each out of teacher‟s scholarship fund for the year 2017-18.
S. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Name
Alok Kumar
Abhinav Kumar Gautam
Prachi Singh
Pawan Kumar Bansiwal
Mohammad Arshad
Vineet Gaur
Abhishek
Dev Kalra

Course
Tourism
History (Hons)
Tourism
Tourism
MMRB
HRM
History (Hons)
HRM
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Class Roll No.
2K15/TOU/1265
2K17/HS/88
2K17/TOU/107
2K17/TOU/122
2K15/RB/265
2K16/HR/451
2K17/HS/97
2K17/HRM/80

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Tarun Kumar
Jatin Saha
Niharika
Suryakant Yadav
Rahul Kushwaha
Deepak Bharti
Keshav Verma
Udai Bhan
Aman Gahlot
Manish
Jatin Sachan
Shubham Yadav
Avinash Kumar
Akash
Gulzar
M. Kannan
Jatin Purwar
Tarun
Shivani Singh
Himanshu Gangwar
Manisha
Vishal Narayan
Jaya
Abdul Waseem

OMSP
History (Hons)
Hindi (Hons)
Economics(Hons)
Tourism
MMRB
History(Hons)
History(Hons)
History(Hons)
History(Hons)
Computer Sc. (Hons)
Computer Sc. (Hons)
Economics (Hons)
HRM
Tourism
HRM
B.Com(Hons)
Economics (Hons)
OMSP
Economics (Hons)
OMSP
Tourism
OMSP
MMRB

2K15/OM/07
2K17/HS/34
2K17/HN/28
2K17/EC/133
2K17/TOU/68
2K17/RB/39
2K16/HS/1907
2K17/HS/60
2K17/HS/17
2K17/HS/77
2K17/CS/09
2K17/CS/06
2K17/EC/122
2K16/HR/501
2K15/TOU/1277
2K17/HRM/87
2K17/BC/296
2K17/EC/143
2K16/OM/90
2K16/EC/1620
2K17/OM/64
2K15/TOU/1266
2K17/OM/149
2K15/RB/226

SPORTS
The College possesses an excellent playground and provides facilities for Archery,
Athletics, Cricket, Basketball, Football, Volleyball, Boxing, Table-Tennis, Chess and other
outdoor Games.
During the year our students participated in various games and sports competitions
organized at Delhi University. The achievements are as follows: 

Ashish from college Archery team represented Delhi University in All India
Interuniversity Archery Tournament and also participated in Indoor Archery World
Cup Stage 2 (Thailand). He got one silver medal in Haryana State Archery
Tournament.



College Basketball team member Atul has participated in Senior National
Basketball Tournament.



Abhishek Dewan and Pulkit Sansanwal represented Manipur in BCCI under 23
tournament 2018 Zonal League.



Lokesh Rajput won one gold and one silver medal in District Archery Tournament
2018.



Vimal Yadav got one bronze medal in District Archery Tournament 2018..
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The Annual Sports Day of the college was held on 9th feb, 2018. The chief guest of the
sports Day was RAKESH KUMAR, ARJUNA AWARDEE (Kabbadi).
Once again, on behalf of the College and on my personal behalf, I would like to express
my heart-felt and sincere gratitude to all the hon‟ble guests and members of the august
audience for sparing their valuable time and gracing the occasion.
Finally, I once again thank each one of you, Ladies and Gentlemen for encouraging us
by your kind presence on the occasion of 45th College Annual Day.

DR. INDER JEET
PRINCIPAL
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